
The goal of my research project was to turn the beloved Michigan game Euchre into a 

casino game. The rules of euchre needed to be adapted to create quick, easy, and fun 

gameplay while still sticking to what makes euchre so popular. Once the rules were adapted to 

the point where the game felt right the next step was to create an optimal player strategy. This is 

important for designing a computer program that played the game. The goal of the program is to 

make it play 10,000 hands of euchre and display the results without having to manually play; the 

program needs to have a player strategy embedded to have accurate results of gameplay. This 

program can then be used to calculate the house advantage, this is used to calculate how much 

the casino will make on the game. 

Many casino games have been around for what feels like forever, but there are also new 

games and rules that make it onto the casino floor. Push 22 is a well-known blackjack rule that 

was added to the already successful game, fulfilling a desire of the players. Many games that 

are designed to go into a casino never make it there. There are guidelines for what makes a 

successful casino game. It was important to follow these guidelines when creating Three-Card 

Euchre. The first task I had to accomplish was to research what does make one game flop and 

another fly. I read two different books on that topic; one was written from the perspective of a 

game designer and the other from a game mathematician. Both gave me a lot of insight into the 

world of casino game design.  

During the time I was researching I also was playing euchre with the adapted rules in 

order to find any game flaws. I discovered that the house had too strong of an advantage; it was 

very frustrating to the player to be always losing. From researching game design I had gotten an 

idea to give the players an edge. The rules were then changed for the player to start out with 

four cards––one more than the dealer––and would discard a card before playing. This allowed 

the player to choose to have a better hand, allowing them to win more. With this change, the 



game became much more fun for the player. This shift in advantage was enough to make the 

player feel like the game was fairer while still maintaining a house edge.  

Once the rules were solidified it was time to define a player strategy. There were obvious 

strategic points such as folding if you have no trumps and all low cards or doubling down if you 

have three trumps. There are many less obvious hands such as three non-trump aces. Those 

types of hands’ strategy needed to be mathematically calculated. This was done using 

probability and data collected from 300 hands. I had also made a list of every possible card 

combination to attempt to decide what should be done in every case. The list ended up being 

about 360 different possible hands. The strategy wasn’t decided for every hand but a general 

strategy was created. Play if you have the right bower, fold if you have two low non-trumps, play 

if you have two high cards and any trump, etc. The next phase was the computer program. 

The goal of the program was to be able to have the program play the game and collect 

data on hands. The program started slowly as all of my programming knowledge is from 

Computer Science 1. It started with just a basic card game that shuffled and dealt cards. Next 

came making it a functioning game of euchre; this involved programming in the rules. This took 

a while and came with challenges. To combat an error in my code I had to create a test code to 

find the error and fix it. The test code itself was hard to program but it was worth it to solve the 

error in the original code. The final piece that I completed was the programming of strategy into 

the code. In the future, I will continue to evolve the program.  

There is a lot of room for future work through the program and game development. A 

major benefit of this project is that my programming skills in java increased exponentially. 

Having to try and solve all of the problems I encountered really challenged me and helped me 

grow as a programmer. I plan to keep furthering my work in the program until it runs how 

intended. This project really demonstrates the intersection between math and computer science 



and the real world. This research helped me gain confidence in programming and gave me a 

stronger ability to problem solve. I plan to write my Honors thesis on this research and present 

my work at Elkin Isaac.  

I am very grateful for the opportunity to participate in FURSCA this summer. The skills I 

learned through the research is invaluable. I want to thank the individuals who helped to fund 

my research; Thank you JBruce A. and Peggy Kresge for your help, I couldn’t have done it 

without you!  

 


